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VAPOUR PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
OF SOUTH AFRICA

YOUTH ACCESS
PREVENTION
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
This updated guide is part of the Vapour Products Association of South
Africa's (VPASA) efforts to raise awareness about youth access prevention to
electronic nicotine delivery systems and electronic non-nicotine delivery
systems (ENDS/ENNDS). The guidance here aims to aid vaping vendors and
retailers by emphasising the importance of restricting sales of nicotinecontaining products to the youth; making sure that members of VPASA abide
by the association's code of conduct, and consider best practice when
operating their businesses.
It is crucial to note that current laws in South Africa apply to the smoking of
tobacco and make no provisions for ENDS/ENNDS but international best
practice highlights the necessity of restricting youth access to these products.
As an industry body in South Africa, we have taken it upon ourselves to selfregulate and conduct 'responsible' business.
In coming up with this guideline, we have relied heavily on the work of the
United Kingdom Vaping Industry Association (UKVIA) who have been a source
of support for VPASA in many respects. The United Kingdom has been the
'golden' standard across the world of how to best regulate the EVP industry
to achieve desired results. Best practices from industry experience and
anecdotal evidence also feature heavily in our guidelines.
Members of VPASA are required to take all reasonable precautions and
exercise due diligence to avoid the sale of products to under-18s and ensure
they due their best not to appeal to under-18's.

IMPORTANCE OF YOUTH ACCESS PREVENTION

Numerous publications from reputable medical researchers such as Public Health England
(PHE) have maintained that e-cigarettes are at least 95% less harmful than smoking
tobacco cigarettes. ENDS/ENNDS are essential and only suitable for adult smokers and
nicotine users to choose a less harmful alternative way of consuming nicotine. By denying
the youth access to ENDS/ENNDS at point of sale, we advertently diminish these products'
availability to those who are underage.
The ENDS/ENNDS industry in South Africa should ensure that ENDS/ENNDS are for
adults only and utilize responsible retail practices.

This product
contains nicotine.
Nicotine is addictive.
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PACKAGING
Perception is everything, particularly when an industry such as ours is
constantly under scrutiny. Our efforts beyond not selling to under-18s,
therefore, has to be upgraded. Members of VPASA must go above and
beyond to ensure the following.
Ensure that accurate information of the product is clear on the
packaging;
Vital warnings and advisories are clear on the packaging;
Age restrictions are clear; and
That the product as a whole cannot be seen as inappropriate or
attracting youth.
VPASA advises that members incorporate the following into their packaging
to avoid two major issues. That is:
Known Product Representation

The following examples of e-liquids could not only draw attention for
copyright infringements but could also be seen as attracting youth given the
known products they interpreting. These are not the only examples where
known product interpretation has been witnessed.

Artwork Choices

The above examples of e-liquids could be seen as attracting youth purely
based on design choices. The purpose is not to alienate nor slander any
brand, but purely present examples that could be deemed inappropriate
when viewed through a different lens. Depicting cartoon characters on any
product will immediately be deemed as a product aimed at children when
seen by a layperson. It could be argued that this is a universal truth that is
observed in many other product categories. This is strengthened when you
consider that a number of international e-liquid brands (as depicted above)
chose to change their labels to address this issue.
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LABELLING
To measure ourselves accordingly, VPASA views the product outside of the
confines of a vape shop or in the hands of a consumer familiar with the
contents. Members should ask themselves if, at a glance or a brief viewing of
the label, will a layperson understand what the purpose of the product is?
Even more importantly, in the same scenario could the product be
accidentally seen as safe for children if the layperson neglects to read the
entire label? There is a certain level of responsibility that the manufacturer
has to adopt.
Towards this goal, VPASA advises members to utilize the following template.
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Although the experience is anecdotal and the design of products depends on various
factors (age; cultural and personality traits) elements such as font choice; colours;
brand/product name and main graphic have also drawn attention to a number of
products. VPASA simply advises members to be more cognizant of these elements whilst
conducting their business.

RESTRICTIONS

There are 5 main restrictions within the VPASA Code of Conduct that must be adhered to
at all times. While they are all important and interrelated, some will be more relevant to
Youth Access Prevention than others. They are as follows:

01 — Marketing to persons under age 18

No manufacturer, importer, distributor, or retailer may take any action, directly or
indirectly, with the intent of targeting persons under 18 years of age in the
advertising, promotion, or marketing of electronic nicotine delivery systems and
electronic non-nicotine delivery systems (ENDS/ENNDS) products, or take any
action, the primary purpose of which is to initiate, maintain or increase the
incidence of ENDS product use by persons under 18 years of age.

02 — General Marketing Restrictions

No manufacturer, importer, distributor, or retailer, may place or cause to be placed
any advertising or promotion of a relevant product at any educational
establishment or health facility, except in the pursuit of a normal retail channel such
as that of a pharmacy;
No person depicted in any advertising and promotional materials shall be or shall
appear to be under age 25;
No advertising and promotional materials shall suggest that use of ENDS/ENNDS
products is essential to social prominence, distinction, success or sexual desirability.

03 — Marketing health claims

All product marketing claims shall be supported by documentary evidence
demonstrating that the claim is accurate and not misleading;
All product marketing claims shall refrain from using the phrase “safer than", when
compared to combustible tobacco, to avoid miscommunication to potential users
under 18. All claims of safety shall be expressed in cautious terms such as “less
harmful than” when the relevant product is placed against against combustible
tobacco;

04 — Sales

Age Verification Policy for online, face-to-face and delivery purchases.
VPASA members do not sell to purchasers under the age of 18.
Members are strongly encouraged to verify age before completion of online and
face-to-face transactions.
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BEST PRACTICE FOR AGE VERIFICATION
We know it can be awkward for retail staff to ask potential customers to show proof of
their age. It is important that staff are able to overcome this and also bear in mind that
customers under the age of 25 are already well accustomed to being asked for
identification. Furthermore, customers will be more aware of this if there is clear signage
to demonstrate that they will be required to have ID if they look underage. Below are
some examples to avoid conflict and to avoid escalating situations should they arise
from the ID verification confrontation.

01 — Early Intervention

It is helpful to make early interventions - if you see a group of youths or
an individual that you believe is trying to buy vaping products, you
should offer assistance and relay the underage policy you abide by to
ensure they know you are aware of them. This will often deter a full
attempt to buy products if they are indeed underage.

02 — Clear Explanation

When asking for proof of age, it is useful to explain that it isn’t
personal. Staff members should make it clear to the customer that it is
not your decision to ask them for proof of age but company policy.

03 — Professionalism

It is crucial to ensure that staff always stay calm, polite and
professional. Staff should also explain to customers the valid pieces of
identification they can use for future purchases and demonstrate that
they would be more than willing to sell them product if they return with
ID.

04 — Withdrawing

If a customer becomes aggressive and you fear for your safety, you
should try and remove yourself from the situation and ask a member of
management for assistance.

IDENTIFICATION
Identification booklet or card

Drivers license or
passport/foreign ID
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You may have customers that seek to prove their age with international passports or
National Identity Cards. You can expect that most other international passports will
carry the following distinguishing features:
paper that does not reflect ultraviolet light or whose fluorescence is easily
distinguishable from the blue used in commonly available fluorescent materials;
watermarking on the biographical data and visa pages;
an intricate, repetitive pattern as the background design on each page;
a background design on the biographical data page that is different to the design(s)
on other pages in the passport;
ultra-violet fluorescent ink on the biographical data page.

ONLINE VERIFICATION

VPASA believes that these are best practice Age Verification measures for e-commerce
sites. VPASA's own website features an age-gate to emphasize this:
Age Gates: Self Declaration of compliance with legal age requirement before
accessing the site as follows:
Age disclaimer confirming you are above 18.
Age declaration where you input your date of birth.
Ensuring age gates blur background until inputs are made.
On Site Warnings: Warnings next to images of restricted products that
indicate minimum selling age.
Age Validation at Delivery: Products should only be delivered to an
ID verified Adult. Please ensure your agreements with courier companies carry this.
Vape business owners must also be cognizant of young people endeavouring to misguide
them into selling them ENDS/ENNDS. Here are some ways they can do this:
Tampering with their genuine ID.
Using somebody else’s ID.
Using a fake ID that is an imitation of a genuine form of ID.
Using an ID that is made for the purpose of looking genuine but is not real or legally
viable.
It is important to be mindful of periods of time where more underage people may
attempt to purchase ENDS/ENNDS such as during school holidays or public events,
concerts etc.
After robust checking of any identification, retailers who are still unsure are obligated to
refuse to make a sale.

DELIVERY

Regarding delivery, retailers must ensure that delivery persons verify that the
person they are delivering to is of legal age as would happen in store. Any
issues with delivery must be reported by the delivery person back to the
retailer. Should the delivery person have doubts about the age of the recipient
or no ID is presented to them, they must refuse to complete the delivery. In
instances where a refusal of delivery has occurred, it is critical to log the event
in a template like the one provided in the package.

STAFF TRAINING

VPASA advises that all existing and incoming members of staff must be given
formal induction training which should include a clear explanation of company
policy and processes which have been put in place.
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Members of staff should not be able to sell age-restricted products until they
have received full training or are being supervised by fully trained members of
staff. It is also important that staff understand VPASA's Code of Conduct.
This guide covers important elements of restricting sales of vaping products to
young people and should be talked through with a new member of staff as a
form of induction training. In addition to this, any new member of staff should
be supervised for a sufficient length of time for them to have demonstrated
that they understand VPASA's Code of Conduct especially as it pertains to
Youth Access Prevention and the steps they must take when requesting a
customers ID, refusing a sale, verifying identification and registering a refusal.
Vape vendors should undertake regular refresher training for staff (at least
once per quarter). This does not have to be as formal as induction training but
should serve as a reminder to all staff of their legal obligations, company
policies, and processes they should be adhering to.

KEEPING RECORD AND DUE DILIGENCE

By keeping a record of everything, vape vendors are able to show their high standards in
adhering to their commitment of enforcing youth access prevention to ENDS/ENNDS.
We recommend that you have the Pledge and VPASA's Code Of Conduct printed out and
on file for staff to easily access and refer to.
The measures detailed within this guide are in place to empower and encourage you to
play your part to prevent vaping products from landing in the hands of children. You must
be able to show that you took ‘all reasonable precautions' and exercised ‘all due
diligence' to uphold your commitment to the member's pledge and VPASA Code of
Conduct. For the purpose of endorsing youth access prevention to ENDS/ENNDS, this
generally means that you believed the person was aged 18 or over and you had taken all
reasonable steps to establish their age. In order to demonstrate your diligence you must
be able to show that you have:
Implemented Pledge and Code of Conduct stipulations.
Trained all members of staff, provided refresher training and kept training records.
Only accepted forms of ID listed in this guide.
Kept an up-to-date refusals register.
Accepted Digital ID (where you want to accept it) strictly in accordance with this
guide.
For online sales, ensured appropriate online age checks are carried out in
accordance with this guidance.
Complied with all aspects of this guidance.

Visit our website for more information about Youth Access Prevention
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